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I GENERAL INFORMATION 
Introduction 
Winter term is designed to pro vi de a different type of learning experience than the fa 11 
and spring terms. With concentration on one subject, you wi 11 have more opportunity to 
work "on your own," and to explore areas of learning which do not fit into the longer 
terms. During this period, you may stay on compus and take an intensive course, a directed 
study or an independent study, or choose to work off-campus in an off-campus group study 
or an individual off-campus project. Regardless of the nature of the study, each student 
is expected to devote a minimum of 40 houl"S per week to his or her academic work. No 
student may re1, s ter for more than one course or independent study proJect during the winter term. t is hoped that you w,11 take full advantage of the winter term as an oppor-
1tunity to explore a field in depth. 
Please take time to read this booklet carefully. It contains information on all of the 
various opportunities offered during the winter term. It is organized into four main 
sections: On-Campus Courses, Off-Campus Group Stu di es, Individual Off-Campus Projects 
and a special section on engineering at ~lashington University in St. Louis. The first 
section on On-Campus Courses is further divided by division and then by department. There 
wi 11 be a few addi ti ona l On-Campus Courses which we wi 11 publicize at a later date in an 
addendum to this catalog. 
All important dates regarding the winter term are summarized on the back inside cover of 
this booklet. Please refer to this calendar and make note Of any dates that will affect 
your plans for the oncoming winter term. 
Types of Opportunities 
On-Campus Courses 
The On-Campus Courses described in this catalog are classified as Intensive Courses (IC), 
Directed Studies (DS), or Independent Studies (IS). 
There are no exact definitions which can be used to distinguish the Intensive Courses 
from the Directed Studies. However, in general, the Intensive Courses follow a more 
traditional format than the Directed Studies. The Intensive Courses usually include a 
subs tan ti al amount of lecture and/or laboratory time with the instructor and employ 
evaluation methods similar to those used during the fall and spring terms. Many of the 
Directed Studies are designed to prepare the student, through a gradual process, to 
assume more responsibility and self-direction in his or her academic work. Interaction 
between the instructor and the students will take place through a combination of group 
instruction and i ndi vi dual conferences, and students will be required to carry out some 
kind of individual project . 
. Since many of the courses marked either IC or DS employ a combination of these two for-
mats, the best way to determine the true nature of the teaching methods employed in a 
particu.1ar study is to see the instructor. However, it is important to note that students 
in The Honors Degree Program may not use an Intensive Course to satisfy the Directed 
Study requirement of that program. 
The Independent Study is a research course based on one student and his or her project 
and one instructor working with that student. In addition to the Independent Studies 
listed in this catlog, a student may arrange for an Independent Stud_y by conferring with 
an instructor in t!Je field in which he or she desires to work. A student planning to do 
an Independent Stuciy-s-heuJd carefully work out a proposal for his or her research before 
the beginning of the winter term. Individual conferences between the instructor and the 
student should be scheduled on a regular basis. The instructor and the student should 
agree on the nature of the final paper and the submission deadline. 
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Off-Campus Study 
For the general student who wishes to study off-campus, we have two different 
types of opportunities: Off-Campus Group Studies and Individual Off-Campus 
Projects . 
An Off-Campus Group Study is essentially the same type of course as an On-
Campus Directed Study, differing in its location as an on-site laboratory 
and having a research emphasis other than the library or scientific laboratory. 
It affords the student an opportunity for broadened instruction, both from 
the instructor and from the personnel living in the areas being visited. 
Although the "tour concept" is inherent in a group study, its experiences 
will involve far more than sight-seeing. It includes definite academic require-
ments to be met in addition to group discussion and individual conferences. 
The specific requirements are related directly to the purpose of the study; 
however, most of these courses do include some kind of an independent project. 
Individual Off-Campus Winter Term Projects are similar in nature to the On-
Campus Independent Studies; however, they provide the student with the op-
portunity to make use of the resources of the host organization in his or her inde-
pendent research. A student working on such an off-campus project must have 
a proposal approved by a faculty sponsor, a representative of the host organi-
zation and a faculty review c011111ittee . The evaluation of the project is per-
formed by both the host organization and the faculty sponsor. 
Pre-engineering students are provided with the opportunity to take engineering 
courses during the winter term through a cooperative agreement with Washington 
University at St. Louis. Students participating in this program will enroll 
in one of the five two-week intensive courses at Washington University and 
receive course credit from Rollins College. For details on this program 
and course descriptions see Section V of this catalog. 
Culture and Distribution Requirements 
Courses which satisfy the Foreign Culture Requirement are indicated by a "c" 
in the Course Lists and Course Descriptions. Unlike the fall and spring 
terms, only those courses marked with a "d" in the Course Lists may be used to 
satisfy the Distribution Requirement . Courses which may be used to satisfy 
the laboratory portion of the Science Requirement are marked "d" and have 
the accompanying phrase "with laboratory. " Of course, the other science courses 
marked "d" may be used to satisfy the non-laboratory portion of the Science 
Requirement. The same course may not be used to satisfy both the Distribution 
Requirement and the Foreign Culture Requirement. 
Registration Procedure 
We will conduct a combined winter and spring preregistration from November 7 
through November 16, with the final registration for both winter and spring in 
the Field House on Saturday, December 3. However, for those students who are 
planning an Off-Gampus Group or Independent Study, the registration or approval 
procedure will start before the beginning of the regular preregistration. 
Those students planning to do an Indiv.idual Off-Campus Project should begin 
the approval procedure described in Section IV of this booklet i11111ediately, 
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since the completed forms must be received in the Office of the Provost by 
October 31. Students will receive notice on whether their project has been 
accepted or rejected by November 14. 
We will hold an early registration for Off-Campus Group Studies from October 4 
through October 11. Those students interested in participating in one of these 
studies, which are described in Section III of this catalog, should first meet 
with the instructor conducting this study to discuss the itinerary, cost and 
a ca demi c requirements. To register for one of these studies, the student simply 
picks up a card from the instructor and submits it to the Registrar's Office. 
The student will then receive a receipt which should be submitted to his or 
her adviser during the regular preregistration procedure. 
Students planninq to do an On-Campus Independent Study should pick up an Inde-
pendent Study Proposal form from the Registrar's Office, complete it and submit 
it with the other forms to his or her adviser during the regular preregistration 
procedure. Be sure to make copies of this form for you and your instructor. 
Students who wish to register for an On-Campus Intensive Course or Directed 
Study should see their adviser between November 7 and November 16 and select 
three winter term courses in order of priority. Courses which require consent 
must be signed by the instructor in the appropriate place on the Course Request 
form. Students will also select their spring term courses during this period. 
The adviser will not sign the Course Request forms unless the student has chosen 
winter and spring term courses. All these forms will be submitted to the 
Registrar's Office by the adviser by 4:00 P.M. November 16. Course selection 
forms which have not been completed in time for the adviser to meet this 
deadline, wi 11 be processed after a 11 other forms are processed. Winter and 
spring term selections will be processed by the Registrar's Office from November 
17 through November 30. Students wi 11 receive status reports for their winter 
and spring term courses by the 30th of November. 
Final registration for winter and spring terms will be held in the Field House 
on December 3. Students w_ill receive a listing of newly opened sections and 
notification of any alterations to their original schedule. They may then drop 
and/or add cl asses for winter and spring terms. 
Winter Term Grading 
With the exception of Off-Campus Group Studies and Individual Off-Campus 
Projects, all courses offered during the winter term are on a regular graded 
basis. However, if both the instructor and the student agree, the course may 
be taken as CREDIT/NO CREDIT, provided the student notifies the Registrar in 
writing by the end of the first week of the winter term. 
Off-Campus Group Studies and Individual Off-Campus Projects a re on a CREDIT/ 
NO CREDIT basis; however, if both the student and the instructor agree, the 
study may be tak~n for a letter grade. In this case, the instructoi:- simply 
forwards the letter grade to the Registrar at the end of the term w1 thout 
prior notification. 
A winter term course taken on a CREDIT/NO CREDIT basis is not counted toward 
the four such courses which may be taken in the fa 11 or spring terms; however, 
it must be an elective. The only exception is that an Off-Campus Group Study 
to a foreign country taken as CREDIT/NO CREDIT, may be used to meet the Foreign 
Cu 1 ture Requirement. 
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ROLLINS COLLEGE 1978 WINTER TERM LECTURE SERIES 
SCIENTIFIC AND HUMANISTIC PERSPECTIVES 
ON HUMAN VALUING 
The 1978 Rollins Winter Term Lecture Series will address the problem of the 
bifurcation between knowing and valuing . In particular, it will explore whether or 
not deciding what to do is just as rational as the process of obtaining knowledge . 
Over the past four centuries the scientific method has evolved as a powerful 
tool for obtaining knowledge, and th i s knowledge has provided a scientifically in-
formed technology, giving us more power to do things than ever before . While our 
abi 1 i ty to know and our power to act have progressed, our ability to make value 
judgments, to deliberate how we ought to use our power, has not. 
The situation has been complicated by the fact that, during the twentieth 
century, many of those whose profession it is to deal with human valuing, namely 
philosophers and religious thinkers, have often built a wall between knowing and 
valuing : they have argued that obtaining knowledge is a rationq.], empirical, ob:-
jective and communal process, but that deciding what to do (at least morally) is 
non-rational, intuitive, subjective and private. Thus, while a commonly accepted, 
public body of knowledge is being developed as a result of sci entific inquiry, there 
has Men a breakdown of commonly shared values as a result of an approach to values 
that culminates in individualistic relativism. 
Four speakers have been invited to give addresses to the College community 
on knowing and valuing from the perspectives of their own disciplines : Dr. George 
Pugh, Dr. Wayne Hales, pr. Roger Ray, and Dr. Bruce Wavell. 
Dr. George E. Pugn", a physicist and sys terns theorist, is the President of 
Decision Sci_ence Applicattons in Washington, D_. c. He was formerly Deputy Assistant 
Director of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, and has also served with 
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the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This past year Basic Books published his 
The Biological Origin of HlJllan Values in which he applies insiqhts from evolutionarv 
theory and the designing of artificial decision systems to human valuino. Of 
Pugh's book, Edward 0. Wilson, the well-known sociobiologist, has said, "I believe 
this book is exceptional, potentially even revolutionary in its approach to the 
study of ethics." 
I 
Dr. Wayne D. Hales is A~sociate Professor of Economics and Associate Dean of 
the Roy E. Crummer School of Finance and Business Administration. He is a member 
of the American and Southern Economics Association and a member of Omicron Delta 
Epsilon, economics honor society. His areas of specialization are economic theory, 
monetary economics and public finance, in which he has established a reputation 
as an excellent teacher. Dr. Hales is currently doinq research on the inflation 
of hospital costs. 
Dr. Roger D. Ray is Associate Professor of Psychology, and has been affiliated 
with the Behavioral Science Department at Rollins since 1969. He has published 
numerous papers on Behavioral Systems Analysis, Cardiovascular-psychophysiology, 
and Social Reinforcement Contingency Theory. In 1974, he was visiting research 
scientist in Pavlov's original Department of Physiology at the Institute of Experi-
mental Medi cine, Leningrad, USSR. During this period, he co 11 aborated with M. M. 
Khananashvili on projects involving experimentally induced "informational neuroses." 
His current interest focuses on the application of sys terns theory and methodology 
to the problems of human personality and stress induced psychosomatic diseases. 
Dr. Bruce B. Wave 11, Head of the Department of Philosophy and Religion, was 
educated in England and received his Ph.D. from the University of London. He has 
recently completed two books which contain novel contributions to the theory of 
values. The first, Language and Reason, will be published in October by the de 
Ridder Press, Netherlands, under the sponsorship of Indiana University's Research 
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Center for Language and Semiotic Studies. The second, entitled The Reasonable 
~. which synthesizes Eastern and Western conceptions of value, will be published 
next year. 
SCHEDULE OF LECTURES* 
January 10 7:30 P.M. Dr. George Puqh 
January 17 7:30 P .M. Dr. Wayne Hales 
January 24 7:30 P.M. Dr. Roger Ray 
January 31 7:30 P.M. Dr. Bruce Wave 11 
* subject to change 
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I I ON-CAMPUS COURSES 
This section includes course listings and course descriptions for all On-Campus 
Intensive Courses and Directed Studies. It is organized by Division and then 
by Department. 
We are again privileged to have received support from the William L. Bryant 
Foundation to allow Dr. Daniel E. Woods to return to Rollins this winter term as 
a visiting lecturer. Dr. Woods will be presenting a course entitled, "Art and 
Culture. History of the Mediterranean Area (Greek Culture)" described on page 12. 
A brief biographical sketch is given below. 
DR. DANIEL E. WOODS 
Emeritus Professor of Classics and Archaeology - Manhattanville College 
and 
Director of the Wi 11 iam L. Bryant Foundation's Archaeological Mission in Spain 
Dr. Daniel E. Woods is an internationally known archaeologist, and leading author-
ity on Greek and Roman Spain. He is the author of several publications of archae-
ological excavations in Spain and has also participated in excavations in Mexico, 
North Africa, and the Greek isl and Samothrace. 
Under the auspices of the W.L. Bryant Foundation and Manhattanville f.olleqe he 
directs a school of archaeology each suIT111er on the Spanish Isl and of Majorca. 
Since the summer of 1956, assisted by archaeologists from Spain, England, Switzer-
land and Germany and the United States, he has been uncovering the Roman Colony, 
Po 11 enti a, founded in 123 B. C. , and the pre-Roman Necropolis of Son Real . 
In r~cent years (1965-1969) Dr. Woods has been interested in the search for the 
lost site of fabled Tartessos in southern Spain. During this search he has 
conducted excavations in Carteia, Cadiz, Huelva. In 1969 he was co-organizer 
of the International Symposium of Tartessos and Its Problems. The Symposium 
was held in Jerez de la Frontera. It brought together leading experts on the 
problem from Europe and the United States. The Bryant Foundation published 
the papers read at the Symposium. 
Dr. Woods is one of the di rectors of the Spanish Institute, Inc., New York, 
N. Y. He is a founding director of the Centre Arqueologico Hispano-Americano, 
and a member of various international archaeological associations. 
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COURSE LISTINGS 
EXPRESSIVE ARTS DIVISION 
Art 
IT98 Photography 
Magic Realism A 293 
A-BH 294 
A 295 cd 
Art and Culture. History of the 
Mediterranean Area (Greek World) 
Turkey: Art and Culture 
Communications 
CM 202 d Interpersonal Communications 
Music 
mnn d 
MU 191 
MU 291 cd 
MU 292 d 
Theatre Arts 
Music As Sound 
Chara 1 Workshop 
Words and Music 
The Play of Daniel 
TA 198/298/ Theatre Workshop 
398 
~n,W~ The Subject Is Murder 
Putting On Shakespeare 
Themes In World Drama 
HU,,ANITIES DIVISION 
E 296 d 
E 298 d 
E 299 d 
E 307F d 
E 308C d 
Poetry and Poets of World War I 
Robert Frost, American Poet, Cynic and Idealist 
The Current English Novel 
Forei ~n Language 
SH l 9 c The Spanish Pl ayers 
FR 291 French - For Reading 
SH 499 c Independent Study in Spanish Literature 
Phi 1 osophy and Re 1 i gi on 
R l95 d Readings in Western Religion 
PH 197 d Personal Philosophy 
PH 198 Ethics and the Environment 
Consent 
Consent 
rw 
DS 
IC 
IC 
Consent IC 
Consent 
Consent 
Consent 
Consent 
IC 
IC 
DS 
DS 
Consent IC 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
Consent DS 
IC 
Consent IS 
Consent DS 
DS 
DS 
NATURAL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS DIVISION 
~ 
B 392 
Concepts in Biology - with Lab 
Manma 1 i an Anatomy - with Lab 
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IC 
IC 
Instructor 
Larned 
Peterson 
Woods 
Hallam 
Planck 
Carlo 
Anderson 
Rosazza 
Gallo 
Staff 
O'Sullivan 
Nordstrom 
Dorsett 
Pastore 
Hamil ton 
Cohen 
Borsoi 
Lancaster 
Sedwick 
Darrah 
Wavel 1 
Peters 
Edwards 
Sandstrom 
Chemi s trt 
C 105 d Applications of Chemistry in Our Modern IC Cochran/ 
~/orl d - with Lab Rid~ay 
C 198 d Photography - The Meeting of Art and Consent IC Blossey 
Sciences - with Lab 
C 399 Ihstrumental Analysis - Lab Course IC Hellwe!]e 
C 499 Independent Study IS Staff 
Mathematics 
M 1o1 d Elementary Applied Math Consent IC Bowers 
M 102 d Contemporary Math Consent IC Naleway 
~ d Electronics - with Lab Consent IC Mul son 
Science 
SC7ood Computers in the Sciences Consent IC Carson/ 
Child 
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION 
Behavioral Science 
BH 192 d Archaeological Field Methods Consent IC Stewart 
BH 291 Transient Male Alcoholi-cs Consent DS Jones 
BH 293 Socia 1 'Progress of Nazi Germany Consent DS Weiss 
A-BH 294 -Art and Culture. History of the IC Woods 
Mediterranean Area (Greek World) 
Economics and Business Administration 
BA 190 Introductory Marketing IC Kenison 
EC 351 Economic Development IC Slerrrner 
BA 390 Marketing Research and Decision Making IC Dasse 
BA-EC 391 d The Economics of Government Regulations IC Hill 
of Business 
EC 392 Energy and Economics Consent IC Taylor 
BA 398 Taxation Consent IC McCall 
Education 
£0 191 Speed Reading Through the Liberal Arts IC Stevens 
ED 291 Directed Obs.ervati on and Parti ci pati on Consent DS McAleer 
ED 292 Field Experience in Special Education Consent DS Kahn 
Environment'al Studies 
£s 289 Environmental Case Studies DS Scheer 
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~imry Hitler: A Study in Tyranny IC Levis 
H 198 A Cross of Gold: History as Theatre OS Lane 
H 199 The Russian Revolution IC Edmondson 
Political Science: 
PO 195 Mass Medi a - Propaganda - "The Folklore Consent OS Gilbert 
of Industrial Man" 
PO 391 The Po 1 i ti cs of Food Consent IC Valdes 
PO 392 Psychology and Politics Consent OS Lairson 
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ART 
PHOTOGRAPHY A 198 
Mr. Rona 1 d Larned 
(IC) 
Course Descri pti ans 
Winter Term 1978 
Office: Cornell Art Center 101A 
Course Description: An introductory course designed to familiarize students with 
the basic skills necessary to make use of this important art medium including the 
operation and use of a 35mm camera and the development of film and prints. Design and 
theme, both historical and contemporary, will be emphasized. The student should gain 
an appreciation of photography through "Hands-On" experience and a study of its history. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on tests on readings and lectures, 
ora 1 reports and photographs, and the student's grasp of thematic and design fundamenta 1 s. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet five days per week, one hour per day. In addition, 
each student will have darkroom time for approximately two hours per day five days per 
week, and shooting time of three hours per day five days per week. 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Cornell 110. 
MAGIC REALISM A 293 
Mr. Tom Peterson 
(OS) 
Office: Cornell Art Center 107A 
Course Description: A study of the several styles of art associated with what 
Kandinsky referred to as "the Greater Reality" - a path leading beyond visible reality 
to reveal "the fantastic in the harde1,t matter." Readings and discussions will en-
compass the styles of Surrealism, Metaphysical Painting and, specifically, Magic Realism. 
Students wi 11 be required to produce severa 1 works of their own, which may range in style 
and material from illusionistic realism to the "objet surre'aliste." All will be aimed 
at suggesting a reality that we recognize as magical. This course is intended to offer 
to advanced art students an opportunity to work in a style which places special demands 
on both their imaginative and technical abilities. It also should attract another type 
of student, possessing the requisite imagination and interest, who may execute the 
problems in ways that do not demand the same degree of technical ability. 
Means for Eva 1 uation: Eva 1 uation wi 11 be based on one written report and approxi -
mately three finished art projects. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet three hours daily. 
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday in Cornell 113. 
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I 
ART AND CULTURE. HISTORY OF THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA (GREEK WORLD) A-BH 294 (IC) 
Professor Daniel E. Woods Office: Cornell Art Center 105 (Hallam) 
Course Description: A study of the definitive Greek (Hellenic) art and culture 
after the collapse of the Minoan-Mycenaean civilization in the XII th century B.C.; the 
emergence of an alphabetic Greek language and literature (Homer and Hesoid) in the 
VIII th century B.C.; the so-called Geometric Chapter in the art of the Mediterranean 
World. Greek history and thought is revealed by a study of the changing "styles" in the 
works of art and literature of the Orientalizing VII century B.C.; the archaic VIth 
and early Vth centuries B.C.; the classic Vth and IVth centuries B.C. The art-historical 
method will be used in the lectures, illustrated by slides. The course will attempt to 
show how similar ideas are expressed by the different media of 1 iterature, architecture, 
sculpture, painting, and the "so-called" minor arts of pottery and coins. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will include an oral report of individual re-
search; a final slide examination; and a properly researched, foot-noted term paper 
with bib 1 i ography. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet for illustrated slide lectures (2 hours) three 
times weekly. Individual conferences and informal group discussions will be scheduled 
as required. 
First Cl ass Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Corne 11 116. 
TURKEY: ART AND CULTURE 
Ms. Hallie Lu Hallam 
A 295 cd (IC) , 
Office: Corne 11 Art Center 105 
Course Description: This course wil 1 trace through s 1 ides, readings and lectures 
the history of Anatolia from the time of the Hittite invasion, circa 2500 B.C., to the 
modern Turkish state as conceived by Kemal Ataturk at the conclusion of World War I. 
Art and cultures to be explored include the Hittite, the Greek, Roman, Early Christian 
and Byzantine, the Seljuk and the Ottoman. After an introduction to the course, each 
student wi 11 choose a subject to research in depth for a term paper. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation wi 11 be based on a final research paper. 
Class Meetings: There will be slide lectures and discussions beginning at 1 P.M. 
four days per week for approximately two hours . 
First Class Meeting: 1 P.M. Monday in Cornell 114. 
COMMUNICATION 
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION 
Mrs. Carolyn Planck 
CM 202 d (IC) 
Office: Kn owl es Ha 11 108 
Course Descri~ion: This will be guided as a course centering about discussion 
and shar, ng by me ers of the cl ass. Topi cs and study guides wi 11 be provided, readings 
in text and supplementary materials will be required, and participation in all activities 
wi 11 be essenti a 1. Areas to be covered are se 1f concept, perception, 1 anguage, feedback, 
non-verbal cofl'l11unication, listening, feelings, conflict, behavior patterns, and cultural, 
small group and dyadic communication. This course aims to develop an awareness of 
elements and behaviors 1n personal communication to increase effectiveness at an inter-
persona 1 1 eve 1 • 
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Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will consist of a journal, papers, projects, 
a test, and class part1cipation. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet for approximately three hours per day, four days 
per week for informal sessions and for interaction exercises or discussion. 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M~ Monday in Crulllller 317 
MUSIC 
MUSIC AS SOUND MU 111 d ( IC) 
Office: Keene 202 Mr. Alphons.e Carlo 
Course Descrietion: The student is trained to become an ACTIVE listener to music 
and a part, c1 pant 1n creating musi ca 1 experiences. Together with fell ow students and 
the instructor, the goal of musical perceptiveness is pursued through musical involve-
ment. The course reaches out toward the music of all cultures and times, taking in 
music of Africa and Asia along with Western folk music, jazz, rock, the standard concert 
repertory, and the frontiers of composition today. All these are explored for the 
features they share: SOUND, TIME, RHYTHM, PITCH, and the orderly effects of GROWTH and 
STRUCTURE. Running through the step-by-step focus on each of these elements is the uni-
fying concept of TENSION and REPOSE cycles. Each element is probed in terms of these 
ever-recurring cycles that are central to whatever impact the music makes on us. 
Means for Evaluation : Evaluation will be based on written and oral reports of 
assigned top1 cs, a sen es of research papers, and a series of tests on the material 
studied in class . 
Cl ass Meetings: Cl ass wi 11 meet five days a week for two hours each afternoon. 
In add1 t1 on, 1nd1 v1 dual conferences wi 11 be scheduled on a regular basis, and approx-
imately 13 hours of listening per week to recorded music in the Multi-Media Listening 
Lab will also be required. 
Fi rs t Cl ass Meeting: P .M. Monday in Keene Ha 11 's Rogers Room 
CHORAL WORKSHOP MU 191 (IC) 
Mr. Alexander Anderson Office: Knowles Memorial Chapel 
Course Descririon: A study of the basic techniques of choral conduction, and 
the necessary sk11 s 1n musicianship. These will include score-reading, sight-singing, 
and accompaniment. Course adaptable to keyboard players who wish to participate as 
accompanists. Open to majors and musically advanced non-majors. All students will be 
expected to read music with fluency and participate in the Chapel Choir. 
Cl ass Meetings: Cl ass wi 11 meet four days per week for two and a half hours per 
day. In add, t1 on, the students will be expected to participate in the performances 
of the Chapel Choir and attend all rehearsals and concerts. 
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday in the Chapel 
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WORDS AND MUSIC 
Mr. Ross Rosazza 
MU 291 cd (DS) 
Office: Keene 121 
Course Description: A study of the influence of text on musical composition and 
form which will involve orchestral, choral and piano literature as well as opera and 
musical comedy. Under study will be music from early forms to the Broadway musical 
comedy. Corresponding literary works will represent a major portion of the study. 
The course aims to acquaint the student with the four great 1 iterary l'«>rks chosen for 
study and with the outstanding musical inspirations which have come from those works. 
The 1 iterary works are ROMEO AND JULIET, HENRY IV (Parts I and II) for character of 
Falstaff, DON QUIXOTE, and THE TALES OF HOFFMAN. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will include written reports, oral reports, 
and a final research project. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet for four 2-hour sessions per week for explanation, 
discussion, and listening. Individual conferences will be arranged as needed by 
individuals in the class. 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Keene Hall's R~gers Room. 
THE PLAY OF DANI EL 
Dr. William Gallo 
MU 292 d (DS) 
Office: Keene 218 
Course Description: The course will consist of studying and performing The .!:!$l 
of Dame 1 , a th, rteenth-century 1 i turgi ca 1 drama. The production wi 11 take place 1 n 
the Knowles Chapel, probably as part of the Music in the Chapel Series. Students in 
the course will all engage in three different types of activities: (1) take some part 
in the performance of the pla.v, (2) help to prepare the production, and (3) prepare a 
report on some aspect of the play and its relationship with the Middle Ages to present 
to the other students of the class for background information. Since the play heavily 
depends upon music, . it will be necessary for some of the students to learn some simple 
musical skills, though they need not have any prior knowledge of music. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on class participation, written 
and oral reports and, if necessary, a test. Class will meet daily each morning to 
deal with the academic aspects of the subject. In addition, there will be two to 
four hours of rehearsal and other applied activities each afternoon. 
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. in the Chapel 
THEATRE ARTS 
THEATRE WORKSHOP TA 198/298/398 (IC) 
Theatre Arts Staff Office: /l.nnie _Russell Theatre 
Course Description: Practical 1·1ork in the production of plays, tourina of plays, 
practical class work 1n basic stagecraft, make-up, and acting. Pequired of majors, 
open to a 11 students. ~Jork is conducted on a daily, prescribed work schedule. Hours 
are long and some work arduous for first 3-1/2 weeks of term. 
r-1eans for Evaluation: \fork will be evaluated on a weekly basis using a 
structured eva 1 uat, on form. These forms are evaluated by the theatre staff each 
week. In-depth evaluation, including conferences with each student, last week of 
the term. 
Class ~leetings: Class will meet Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 10 a.m. to 
12 noon; daily work sessions 1 p.m. to 5 p.rn.; there will be individual conferences 
as the work demands. 
First Class Meeting: 10 a.m. Monday in the Annie Russell Theatre. 
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ENGLISH 
THE SUBJECT IS MURDER 
Dr. Maurice O'Sullivan 
E 199 d (DS) 
Office : Orlando Ha 11 209 
Course Description: The primary objective of this course is to help students to 
read mystery/detective fiction 1~ith greater sensitivity and knowledge than they now have. 
The course will explore the mystery/detective novel -- its origins, history, development, 
and implications -- with occasional excursions · into related areas of the thriller. In 
addition to dis cuss ions of three or four mysteries each week, the books wil 1 be eva 1 uated 
in the context of contemporary psycholo!Jical and criminological thought. Part of the 
evaluation will .entail guest lecturers (e.g., police officers, lawyers) and field trips 
(e.g., courts, police stations). After all, who did kill Cock Robin? 
Means for Evaluation: Half of the grade will be determined by class discussion, a 
class Journal, and occasional in-class essays. For the other half, students will have 
the option of preparing a research paper or writing a mystery. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet for a three-hour session,. 9-12 A.M. Monday through 
Fri day, both on and off campus. 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Orlando 205. 
PUTTING ON SHAKESPEARE E 296 d (DS) 
Dr. E. Alan Nordstrom, Jr. Office: Orlando Ha 11 207 
Course Descri~tion: Students will select a production program from the works of 
Shakespeare, proba ly a pastiche of scenes, soliloquies, set speeches, songs and sonnets. 
Parts and production duties wil 1 then be assigned, with the ultimate goa 1 of mounting 
an amateur performance of Shakespearean excerpts, to be played to the college community 
at the end of the winter term. Students wi 11 learn to read and express dramatic poetry 
confidently, develop powers of memory, and learn to move easily and appropriately on the 
stage. Much creativity and dedication will be necessary, but it should also be a lot of 
fun. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of their effort and 
development throughout the term. 
Class Meetings : Class will meet for two hours every morning, in addition to meeting 
some afternoons and possibly some evenings. 
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday in Orlando 206. 
THEMES IN WORLD DRAMA 
Mr. Wilbur Dorsett 
E 298 d (DS) 
Office: Orlando Hall 108 
Course Description: Each student will choose a theme (1 ove, marriage, parents and 
children, war , patr1ot1sm, dissent, achievement, absurdism, self-destruction, the after-
world, etc.) and read a selection of plays from various periods of theatre history to 
determine how the theme has been developed in various cultures. The course aims to de-
mons tr ate how the uni versa 1 human themes have been drama ti zed in the good p 1 ays of various 
periods and countries . 
Means for Evaluation: Each student will summarize his or her findings in a descrip-
tive and er, t, ca 1 paper . Eva 1 uati on wi 11 be based on the worth of the term paper and the 
ora 1 report on the paper. 
Cl ass Mee ti n~s: Cl ass wi 11 meet three hours per day for the first, second, and 
fifth weeks; during the third and fourth weeks there will be approximately two confer-
ences per week for each student. 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Orlando 106. 
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POETRY AND POETS OF WORLD WAR I 
Dr. Philip Pastore 
E 299 d (OS) 
Office: Orlando Hall 110 
Course Description: This course wi 11 examine the various poets, primarily 
British, who wrote from the trenches in World War I. Placing them within the larger 
framework of English poetry, students will consider both major and minor poets and 
their poetry in terms of the various literary influences which shaped their thinking 
prior to their experience with war, together with certain nonliterary influences 
which caused changes in their attitudes. Analyses should extend beyond the strictly 
literary considerations into the psychological and social forces which denote the 
era. Certain lesser known poets in the Rittenhouse Collection will be the source 
of student papers required in the course. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated primarily on the basis of 
their final paper and on their oral presentation of the paper to the class. Class 
participation will be a factor also. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet regularly for three hours each morninq for the 
first 2-1/2 to 3 weeks, as well as the fifth week. -
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday morning in Orlando 105. 
ROBERT FROST, AMERICAN POET, CYNIC AND IDEALIST E 307F d (OS) 
Dr. John B. Hamilton Office: Orlando Hall 211 
Course Descri~tion: An in-depth study of the work and the life of the poet, 
as they are relate to two emerging movements of modern society (the growth and 
emergence of women's liberation, and the increasing urbanization of society as a 
whole), and the threats to the emotional, intellectual, and spiritual growth and 
integrity of the i ndi vi dual posed by the changes brought about by those movements. 
The course aims to initiate and develop interest in a major American poet, to dis-
cover the pleasure and knowledge gained from the study of poetry in general and 
one poet in particular, and to examine particular critical methods in both indi-
vidual and group study. 
Means for Evaluation: The oral and written work completed by each student 
will be evaluated by the instructor and by the other students . 
Cl ass Meetings: Cl ass will meet for 2-1 /2 to 3 hours Monday through Fri day 
for the f1rst l6 class da_ys; the remaining 9 da_ys will be spent in individually 
directed conferences and on-campus research. 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Orlando 201. 
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THE CURRENT ENGLISH NOVEL 
Dr. Edward H. Cohen 
E 308C d (DS) 
Office: Orlando Ha 11 112 
Course Descri~tion: Four contemporary English novels will be read: The Lonely 
Passion of Judith earne , The Prime of Miss Jean Brody, The Collector, and The 
Millstone. Class discussion w,11 focus on analysis and evaluation of thesenovels 
not only as works of fiction but al so as documents that reflect Engl and' s con-
temporary crises. This course aims to introduce students to the best fiction 
being written by English novelists today, determining how this fiction relates to 
and departs from the traditional streams of English literature. 
Means for Evaluation : Each student will write an analytical and evaluative 
paper on some maJor critica1 issue that arises from the class discussion. This · 
paper will constitute 60% of the grade; an Qral evaluation of another's paper, 
20%; and participation in class discussion, 20%. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet five days a week for three hours in the 
morning for group discussions. 
First Class Meeting : 9 A. M. Monday in Orlando 101. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
THE SPANISH PLAYERS 
Dr. Edward E. Borsoi 
SH 195 c (DS) 
Office: Hauck Hall 202 
Course Description·: This will be the fourth annual presentation of a play 
given ,n Spanish before an appropriate audience. The course consists of rehearsals 
and preparations. Aesthetic/literary considerations are secondary with the primary 
purpose of the course being improvement of linguistic skills. This course aims to 
allow students the opportunity to improve their linguistic skills in Spanish, to 
familiarize students wi1;h aspects of Hispanic culture, and to provide an opportunity 
to local Spanish language groups to see a live production in Spanish. · Students 
should register for this course only if they are sure of remaining enrolled, since 
the selection of the play will be based on en ro 11 men t figures. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on the instructor's assessment 
of cooperat1 on, memorization of lines, and overa 11 performance. 
Class Meetings: There will be rehearsals for approximately three. to four hours 
daily. 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in CrulllllE!r Auditorium. 
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FRENCH - FOR READING 
Dr. Patricia Lancaster 
FR 291 (IC) 
Office: Hauck Ha 11 207 
Course Description: Seeking to teach students in other di sci pl i nes to read French, 
either as preparation for graduate school or to complement their study of humanities, 
the sciences or business, this course (throuqh the use of a programmed text) will heln 
students 1 earn to recognize a 11 verb tenses, common idiomatic constructions, and about 
800 common vocabulary words as well as hundreds of cognates. l'lhile emphasis will be 
placed on reading for comprehension, the student will also be required to learn correct 
French pronunciation, reading selections including excerpts from both scientific and 
literary prose. A student who needs to complete the foreign culture requirement has 
the option of taking this course plus French 290 (offered in spring 78) in place of the 
regular French 101-102 sequence. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on perfonnance in class as well 
as wrf tten homework and tests. · 
Class ·Meetin~s: -class will meet for three hours daily. 
First Class eeting: 10 A.M. Monday in Hauck 100. 
INDEPENDENT STUDY rn SPANISH LITERATURE SH 499 c 
Dr . . Frank Sedv,i ck Office: Hauck Ha 11 204 
(IS) 
Course Description: This course will generalize first and then prepare to stud_v 
the works (or some aspects of the works) of a single 1·1riter or sin~le therie in detail; 
consequently, only students who have taken the thi rd-year-1 eve 1 qenera 1 Soani sh 1 iter-
ature course are eligible. Although any writer or theme from the '-1iddle Aqes to the 
present could be included, the instructor will attempt to steer students t01·1ard his 
field of specialization: 20th century Spanish literature. 
Means for Eva 1 uation: Each student wil 1 write a mini thesis appropriately doc-
llllented in formal style as a basis for his/her evaluation. 
Class Mee~ings: Individual conferences to be arranged. 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 
READINGS IN WESTERN RELIGION 
Dr. Theodore S. Darrah 
R 195 d 
Office: French House 
(OS) 
Course Description: This is a course in reading some of the classical statements 
that have come out of the religions of the West. The aim of the course is to acquaint 
students with some religious· literature of the Western Culture. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of two written 
reports and one report on a selected book. 
Cl ass Mee ti nqs: Cl ass wi 11 meet for two hours per day, four days each week, for 
the f1 rs t two ~,eeks of the tenn, as we 11 as the 1 as t 1-1 /2 weeks. 
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Tuesday in Dr. Darrah's office. 
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PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY 
Dr. Bruce Wavell 
PH 197 d (DS) 
Office: Su 11 i van House 
Course Description: This course provides students with an opportunitv to formu-
late, examine and, 1f necessary, chan9e the basic beliefs by Hhich they live, t·tith 
the help of their fellow students, the instructor, and a selection of articles by major 
contemporary thinkers that focus on questions about values and ways of livinri of i111-
mediate and vital concern to students. The main aim of this course is suoqestecl by 
Socrates' well knol'm saying "The unexamined life is not worth l i vi nq": it is to en-
courage students to apply rational, critical thouqht to their Ol'ln lives. rius, the 
course could be described as being one of applied philosophy. .C\ secondary aim is to 
introduce students to some of the [lerenni al [lrob l ems of philosophy, and so ·to some of 
its most important academic content. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation 1-iill be based on class contributions, t1·10 pa[lers, 
and an ora 1 defense of the second paper in cl ass. 
Cl ass ,·1eeti nqs : Cl ass 1·ti 11 neet five days per v,eek, four hours daily for the 
first week and tfiree hours daily for the remainder of the term. 
First Class f-1eetinq: 9 A.M. Monday in Sullivan House. 
EHTICS AND THE EfWIRONtlElff 
Dr. Karl Peters 
PII 198 (DS) 
Office : French House 3B 
Course Descrietion: An exploration of the interrelationship between man's basic 
guiding values, his use of the earth's resources, and the [lossibilities for human sur-
vival. Included ~lil l be an analysis of the primary goals of ancient reliqious and 
phil osophi cal traditions as we 11 as those of modern society , and of hO'.-i such goals 
relate to everyday decision making processes that affect our use of the environment. 
The various factors, both human and nonhuman, that contribute to prob 1 ems of enerpy 
use, hunger, land use, population, and pollution, 1-lill also be examined. Finally, 
students will ask themselves whether or not it is nossible for oeople today to re-
adjust some of their basic values in order to increase the chances of future 9enera-
ti ons for survival at a higher level of existence. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on th".! basis of projr?cts 
applying ethical decision makin~ to a problem (such as f!nergy, populatinn, hurHl~r, 
pollution), a journal of reflections on course Material, anC: class particirH1tion. 
Class i'<leetinqs: Class will meet for an avera<Je of three hours daily. 
First Class ileetino: 9 A. :-1. Monday in Knowles :1emori al Chapel cl ass room. 
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BIOLOGY 
CONCEPTS IN BIOLOGY - WITH LAB B 110 d (IC) 
Dr. Kathryn Edwards and Staff Office: Bush 217 
Course Descri eti on: A 1 aboratory course for nonmajors, this course is a survey 
of current biological principles involved in the structure, function, development, 
ecology and evolution of principally higher plants and animals. · Students should gain 
a degree of appreciation of the importance of biology to themselves and to the world 
in which their descendants will live, and come to understand how advan!=es in the life 
sciences are forcing us to re-examine many of our traditional beliefs and concepts of 
morality. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of three tests, 
a lab notebook, lab attendance and conduct, and a final exam. 
Class Meetings: Three hour class meetings will be held Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday mornings, and there will be three labs per week, lasting from 2 to 3 hours 
each. 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Bush 207. 
MAf+1ALIAN ANATOMY - WITH LAB 
Dr. Carl Sandstrom 
B 392 (IC) 
Office: Bush 216 
Course Description: A laboratory course designed to analyze in depth the ana-
tomical structure of the mammal, using the cat as an example. Sporadic exphnatory 
lectures and discussions will interrupt the laboratory work whenever required by 
the work at hand. The course is designed primarily for premedical and predental 
students to give them background support for their anticipated exposure to human ana-
tomy, and incidentally perhaps, to strengthen their applications for admission to 
professional schools. 
Means for Evaluation: The course will include frequent practical tests and a 
final examination. Analytical diagrams showing structural reactions based on cross-
section anatomy wil 1 be used in 1 i eu of written reports. 
Class Meetings: Laboratory will be required Monday through Frida_y from 9 A.M. 
until 12 noon; students will work independently from 2 P.M. until 5 P.M. , 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Bush 218. 
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Ci1E:1ISTRY 
r,PPLICATIOi-lS '.JF Ci![il l STl!Y IM OUR J-iO DEr!:l \·/OP.LO - \·!ITII urn C 105 d (IC) 
Drs . George Cochran and P.obert r: i dg\·iay Offices : nush 314 and 212 
Course Description: Desi<:mcd for those ~,ho are curious about the role chell'istr.v 
;:,lays ,n our day-to-day lives, this course 1·iill look at subjects such as foods, ·.~ine 
1:1akin0, drugs, cosnctics, environmental problems and other topics of class interest. 
There 1·1ill be some field 1-iork in neighborinn grocery, drug, and hardware stores for 
t he purpose of product evaluation and comparison. The use of mathematics wi 11 he min-
i rni zed and the level of presentation wi 11 not presume a scientific back11round. 
:-leans for Evaluation: Students Hill be evaluated on the basis of their perfor-
mance on tests, homework assignments, laboratory 1•iork, and special projects. 
Cl ass Mee ti nqs : Cl ass wi 11 meet three days 1'/eekly for three hour sessions, 
in add1t1on to t:1·10 1veekly lab sessions lasting 2 or 3 hours each. 
First Class 1·1eetinq: 9 A.M. i1onday in uush 301. 
PHOTOGRAPHY - THE 11EETWG OF ARTS AtlD SCIEtlCES - ~!ITH LAB C 198 d (IC) 
Dr. Erich 3lossey Office: Bush 313 
Course Description: An introduction to the techni que·s, practice, and theory of 
photography, this course aims to demonstrate the interplay of science and art in one 
discipline. Topics covered 1t ill include: chemistry of films, film processiriq, lens 
systems, optics, camera types, color theory, color fill'lS, and color processino. The 
course assumes high school level backgro•Jnd in the sciences, and includes laborator.v and 
darkroom practice. A s ti 11 camera is required and the student must provide film and 
darkroom expendables. -
Means for Evaluation: · students will be evaluated on the basis of their perfor-
mance on quizzes, the final examination, a laboratory notebook, and portfolio. 
Class Meetinos: Class 1vill meet. daily for two to three hours, in addition to 
two laooratory sessions per 1·1eek plus individual darkroom work. 
First Class !·leeting: 10 .n..n. f.londay in Bush 326. 
lilSTRUMEflTAL ANALYSIS - WITH LAB 
Dr. fferbert l!e l 11-iege Office: 
C 399 
Bush 317 
(IC) 
Course Description: This course aims to provide a clear understandinq of impor,-
tant instrumental techniques · used in chemical analysis, the basic desi!]n and use of 
instruments, and the significance and treatment of the data produced. Techniques to 
be discussed include: u ltravi.o let-visible spectrophotometry, atomic absorrtion and 
flame spectrophotometry, fl µores cent spectrophotometry, mass spectroscor.v, separation 
techniques (gas-liquid, liquid-liquid, thin-layer chromatograrhy, solvent extraction, 
etc.), nuclear magnetic resonance spectrophotometry, i nfrarerl srectrophotometry and 
x-·ray diffraction. Basic electronic components used in chemical instrur,,entation will 
be discussed. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation 1·1ill be based on written reports of assi9ned 
laboratory experiments, tests, oral quizzes, . and a final exam. 
Class '1eetings: Class will r.ieet for two hours daily, plus aprroximately 30 hours 
of l aborator_y 1·mrk per w:?ek. 
First Class ;1eetimi: 9 A.fl. '.londay in Bush 308. 
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HlDEPENDEl'lT STUDY 
Staff 
C 499 (IS) 
Office : [lush Science Center 
Course Descrietion : The Independent Study provides intensive examination hy the 
student of a specific probleri in cher1istry. The 1·mrk norm;illy consists of a literatur<:' 
survey, exrerimenta 1 design, research, and nrepara ti on of 1>ot!1 a 1ffi tten c1nd ora 1 
report (ser.1inars). The student, after consultinci t :1e departmental s taff, s~lects a 
particular probler.1. A literature survey is then comrleterJ and t he reseilrch 1:ienun. !'. 
student is expected to consult frequently l'li th the faculty advisor. " ritten nnd nra 1 
reports are required. 
!leans for Evaluation : Evaluation viill be '.i ased on a 1·1ritt0n resParc'i report and an 
oral defense of the investi(Jation. 
Cl ass Mee ti n~s: Indi vi dua 1 conferences to be arranoed ui th tile nrec<?~ t.'lr. 
First Class !•eeting: To be arranged. 
'.·1A THGIA TI CS 
ELEMENTARY APPLIED MATH 
Dr. John [lm,1ers 
r1 l'Jl d (IC) 
Office : [lush 329-C 
Course Description: An introduction to finite 111ather-1atics. Investi nates some 
applications of arithnetic and mathematical thou(lht in modern society, and includes 
many of the following topics: percentaC]es, simple and cor.mound interest, insurance 
rates, the metric system, linear syster.1s, proti ability and statistics, linear 1Jrooran-
ming, and simple computer prograr.min CJ . This course is intended for non-science 
majors only. · 
rteans for Eva 1 uati on: Evaluation wi 11 be based on the students ' rie rfomance on 
both tests and homework. 
Cl ass Meetings: Cl ass ,.,i 11 meet for three hours daily. 
F1 rst Class Meeting: 9 A. 11 . ;1onday in f',ush 32 () . 
COIHEMPORARY ilATH 
Mr. Ralph tlaleway 
M 102 d (IC) 
Office : Bush 329-F 
Course Description: This course is an introduction to t he structure nf natheri a-
ti cs, includina set algebra, synbolic logic, boolean al~ebra. T!le course is intenc!ed 
for non-science majors only. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will he evaluated on t he basis of their p'.'!r-
fonnance on three tests, a final exam; and ho1~e1,1ork assinrn::ents . 
Class :teetinas: Class ,.,ill meet for three hours dailv. 
First Class !1eeting : 9 /'U i. ~1onday in Bush 32f.. · 
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PHYSICS 
ELECTROi!I CS - \-J ITII l/1~ 
Dr. Joseph tlulson 
P 195 d (IC) 
Office: eush 111 
Course Description : This course is a study of solid state electronics 1·1ith P.ri-
phasis on integrated circuits, includin<i topics such as pm,1er sun.plies, <1n1r-lifiers, 
clocks and ti r.1P.rs, and some diqital 11ork. Students ~till learn to r~ad and construct 
circuit diagrams, eva 1 uate specific e 1 ectroni c circuits, anrl deve 1 on a better unrler-
s tandi nCJ of the electronic instrumentation used in lahorator.v v1ork. 
neans for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of their perfor-
mance on b10 tests, laboratory ,~ork books, and one pro j ect (a report on an electronic 
instrument of their chaos i ng) . 
Class l·ieetings: Three-hour daily laboratory sessions are required, with afternoon 
work optional. 
First Class Meetino: 9 A. M. '.ionday in fl ush 130 . 
SCI EN CE 
COl·lPUTrns Ill THE SCIEllCES SC 160 d (IC) 
Drs. Robert Carson and ,lames Child 'lffices: r-:ush 124 and 329-P, 
Course Description : T!iis cours e is an i r. troduction to he r.innir.ri and advancecl 
progra rrvn in n usrn!] t,,e Cf.SI C l an~:uagc on t he rolli ns ti rie -sharinn cnr.1puter s_vsten. 
Alon'.] \·tith the l an9uace study , stu dr.nts 11ill exari ine such t0rics as sir-mlP. conr.uter 
loCJic and desi gn, pro c_:: ra 11T,1 in9 methods for anal yzino data, and apnlications to the 
fielc!s of pliysics, chenistry, and :J ioloqy . The course air·s to r rerare students to 
be able to, use the co1:1puter in other courses at P.ollins by teac:1inc:i t:m·1 hm1 to 
translate physical r rol1ler.is into computer orotJrar.is in an orderly fashion. 
'. leans for Evaluation: Students ·.-till he evaluated on the basis nf P1eir n.erf0r-
lll ance on several qui a es, nur.1~rous cor.1puter '.-) roorarrr.1i no exercises, anct a project 
t·1hich is warti1 up to 5');; of <:? valuation in the course. 
Class '. ,ee tinris : For t he first ha lf of the course, class 1,1ill neet dailv 70r 
lecturc/discus:;ion sessions, r lus several labs. The last half of the course t·lill 
consist of i ndi vi dua 1 con fe rences on the oro.j ects, and a fev1 oenera 1 lectures. 
First Class ::eetinq : ': A.:1. iion·da.i• in 13 us h 11 1! (Carson) an d 3'.' ~ (r1 ilri). 
GEII/\VIOP.AL SCICICE 
f-,RCflAlOL'JGICAL FIELD :iETl iODS 
Dr. :,arilyn Ste1tart 
fill 1'.l2 cl (IC) 
()ffice : Kno\1les Hall ?. OB-/\ 
Course Description : f,n exreriencc in archeolog i cal field ,1ork involvinri actu11l 
excavation and/or survey of sites in Central Florida, this course v,ill be orinarily 
interested in exar,1 ininq t he ecoloriical relationshi ps of Central Florida -Indians of· the 
;J as t in order to !.J e tter un de rstand ;1umankind as oart of the natural svsteri . It 
1s hopecitiiat students 1·1ill ciain an a;iprcciation of archeolooy and \lhat is involved in 
stu<lyinn ;,a5t 1·1ays of life. 
'leans for [valuation: Evaluation is based on a field lori and onP. exam. 
Class ::ee tin ris: Fours da/ s r,er :·•eek in the field and one ner 1·1cek in the lah. 
First Cla!;S :ieetino: C !'.' :. '. 1onda_y in r.nm·1les f·. rci1aP.olociy· Lah ( rl ilsenent). 
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TRANSIENT MALE ALCOHOLICS 
Dr. Arthur Jones 
BH 291 {OS) 
Office: Park Avenue Building 2 
Course Description: The course is a study of transient male alcoholics' lifestyle ~. 
Through llterature, meetings with men who live "Skidrow" lives, visits to social areas 
where transient males congregate, and visits to treatment centers, students will be able 
to explore such things as legal, health, and welfare problems , as well as personal areas 
having to do with social relationships, sexuality, values, life-meanings, and so forth, 
of the transient alcoholic male. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of a comprehensive 
journa 1 /notebook and ora 1 testing. 
Class Meetin~s: Classes will meet daily, both A'. M. and P.M. 
First Classeeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Park Avenue Building 8. 
SOCIAL PROGRESS OF NAZI GERMANY 
Dr. John Weiss 
BH 293 {OS) 
Office: Knowles Hall 204 
Course Description : Designed to acquaint the student with Hitler's rise to power 
by examining the social background of Hitler and his supporters, this course will 
cover topics such as the destruction of the Jews, the ideology of racial supremacy, 
the concentration camps, the tri a 1 s at the end of the war, the de-Nazi fi .cati on of 
Europe, the war on the Eastern Front, the attempts against Hitler's life late in the 
war, and the situation at home in terms of the control of the civilian population. 
Primary emphasis will be placed on the social processes of this time period instead 
of a concern with only the i ndi vi duals who participated in the events in t he period 
of 1933-1945. Due to the extensive reading material which is to be covered (10-12 
books), students with low reading speed should avoid this course. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on class participation, oral 
reports, and oral exams. 
Cl ass Mee ti nAs: Cl ass wi 11 meet four days per week for two hours. 
First Class eeting: 10 A,M. in Knowles 207. · 
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LlTf'.!)DUCTORY :1/l.Rl:LTI:IG 
, lr. ,'\ rthur i'.e?1ison 
D/1. 190 ( IC) 
()ffice: Crumr-ie r 21 G 
Course D2scription : Each student :·iill be rcciuirecl to rresr.nt a !larer and oral 
repo rt on t ile fca s illllity of a firn (hy ;-iothetical or real) introducin') a nevi nroduct 
or se rvice into the narke t. ilithi n t heir r eports, students 1·ii ll include a nar!-:r.t 
research study on t he potent i u l de11and, a des cri pt ion of the product, a se l P. cti on of 
a distribution s_yste r.1 , t l1e crr.ation of an advertisin o camrainn, and an analvsis of 
t he price structure and :-i rofitabi l ity of the venture . 
: 1eans for [valuation: Students' nrades i·iill be based on six oral nnd six "1ritten 
re ports on tne 111troducti on of a nroduct into a i:1arket. 
C·lass !:eeti nqs: Clas s 1·iill riee t th ree ti mes rier ,,eek for l P. ctures and student 
pres2n tat1ons. 
Firs t Class ::eetin q : 'J r,.r-1 • t!onda_y in Crumr.1cr 221. 
LC0:10: 1rc :}[ 1.'[ LOr:-1[: IT 
::::r. :lea t ;ie r Sh! r.1r1e r 
EC 3S l (IC) 
f1 ffi ce : Crum er l !'J'J 
Co urse '.;e s cri r ti on : r. s tu dy of t he fac t or::; affectin11 econrn ,ic dcve lorment in-
cludill <J lan d , cap1 tal-;-Ta!.ior, ornar.i zati on and t ecit nolo~y ; this course 1·ii 11 discuss 
rnone tar:1 un d fisc al polici es 11hi c!1 prorio te s us tai ned e cononic nro•·•t h , nnd 1-Jill covP. r 
to ri i cs s uch as t he effects of trade , i nte r nati ona l transfers, and forei crn i nves tnen t 
on economic de ve l orr.1ent. Throuq!t a r ri narv er.1;1 has i 5 on th e [)olici es and tools 1-1hich 
can be used to attai n sustained r1 ro-.i t l1 , s tudents should nain a tilorouc,h understandinQ 
of tn e cultur al, j)olitical, and cconoi;1ic nrol1l e1:1s of ecoii or, ic dP. velom11ent in the lesser 
developed countri es of t lte \·1orld. · 
t·'.eans for Evaluation: Evaluati on will lie i.Jased on t1•10 t ests. 
Clc1s s :;cc tinos: Class ~!ill r;ieet four davs ne r ~-Jeek for one- hour sessions. 
F1r5t Class :1cetinQ: '.J f .. !!. '!ondc y in Cru1:1r.1er 222 . 
:lARKET rnG RESEflRCil /\;m DECI SIOll :w:1:1G fl.A 3'l0 (IC) 
ll r. Frank Dasse nffi ce : Crurnner 313 
Cours e Description: /\n intensive stud.'{ of t he pro:iler.is of r.1arke tinq , research , 
and mana')er1al dec1s1on-na kin9 based upon current advanced techniciucs of analysis, 
this course l'Jill emphasize substantial use of research material and techniques. 
Through the use of quantitative and qualitative methods of dcten:iininn market struc-
ture, r:iarket segmentation, r.iarket developr.1ent and r.iarketing reC1ulation, students 
1·ii 11 i.Je introduced to general and special methods of market research, forr.iati on and 
dis tri buti on of channels, anti tile factors 1-1hi ch r.ianaoenent nus t take into account 
in 1:1arl:etinC1 decisions. 
:--leans for [valuation : Evaluation 1-Jill be based on oral and v1rittcn reports. 
Cl ass i1eet1 ngs: Cl asses •:i i 11 meet four da:1s per ·:ieP.k for three-hour sessions. 
First Class :ieetin~: 'l /\. :: . ::onday in Crur.irier 213. 
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Tl![ [CO::o:-ncs OF GOVER:li'[;IT R[GULHIOtlS OF cusr::css nr -[C 3'.J l d (IC) 
Dr. Dona 1 d I ,i 11 'lffi ce: Crur.1:1e r 11 S 
Course Description: f -.n in-depth study of the effocts of aoverni-i,,nt ccononi c 
regulation of husrness; this course 1·iill use the dor.1es tic air transr,0r:. in ~ustr ·, as 
a case example. :.tudents •-1ill select a current re9ulated industry +-or stud~, , anil l vs is 
ilnd presentation in a researcl·, paper after a !:Jrief reriod of research ;incl discu~sion 
of economic regulation in c:ieneral. 
: leans for [valuation: Students iii ll be eva 1 uatcd on the has is of ora 1 reports , 
research papers, 1, brary and other daily research, prepar_ati on for c 1 ass dis cuss ions, 
and the level and quality of class participation. 
Class Meetings: Class ~Jill meet five days per v1 eek - tvo hours rlail y for n~nular 
sessions, and three hours daily during report sessions. 
First Class i·leeting: 10 A. M. Monday in Crummer 223. 
rnrnr,y /\ilD ECOtlOtll cs 
;1r. Kenna Taylor 
EC 392 (IC) 
0ffi ce: 2QR 
Course Description: This course rrovicles an exar.1ination of the enerl"!" crisis, 
primarily from an economist's perspective, an analysis of short and lonr run channr.s 
in supply and use, and an assessment of the ir,1pact of actua 1 and no ten ti c31 no 1 i cv 
impler,1entation, The course aims to motivate the student to exrilore r.1an_y cf the cc!l-
nomic trade-offs and interdependencies involved in the current eneroy crisis and to 
speculate on possible future devclopr:1ents in societies usinn an analytical bas<= . 
;1eans for Evaluation: Evaluation 1-1ill I.Jc based on rapers, take--homc tests, ilnd 
at least one 111-class report on an aspect of the environnental crisis. 
Cl ass ;-lee tings: Cl ass \·1il l r.1eet four days per 1·1cek for t •·m- ho ur sessions. 
First Class ;~eeting: 9 f,.!l. :1onday in Crummer 112. 
TAXATION 
tlr. John McCa 11 
Bl\ 398 (IC) 
Office: Crummer 110 
Course Des cri pti on: This course is a study of taxation fror1 the accoun ti nn 
standpoint. Topics covered 1-1ill include the ar111lication of federal incor1r. tax la~, , 
problems in taxation, and trends in interpretation. The rrir:1ary purriose of the course 
is to help the student to become a1·1are of taxation's role in business and oersonal 
affairs. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation \·lill be based on riuizzes, hone1·1ork assiannents, 
and term paper(s) on various subjects covered durinCJ the course. 
Class f1eetings: Class will meet five days per 1·1eek for t•o-hour snssions. 
F1 rs t Cl ass Meeting: ') /1..11. in ~rur.mer 31 G. 
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EDUCATIOf-1 
SPEED READING TH ROUGH THE LIBERAL ARTS ED 191 (IC) 
Dr. Virginia Stevens Office: Park Avenue Building 7 
Course Description: Students will be required to read t wo books from each of the 
divisions of the college, one relatively easy and one more difficult, v1hich they prob-
ably have not read in their courses, but 1·1hich are suggested for a broad liberal arts 
background. Hork 1~ith vocabulary imrrovement and study skills is also included, and 
improvement in speed and comprehension is detennined by means of standardized reading 
tests. The course is individualized in that individual aJsignment sheets are prepared 
which utilize the materials available in the Reading Laboratory. 
Means for Evaluation: Daily attendance is required. Evaluatj_on is based upon 
weekly vocabular.v tests. dail.v structure sheets or homework assignments, and a final 
exam. 
Cl ass Meetings : Cl ass wi 11 meet three days per vieek for t\'10-hour sessions, and 
approxi mately three hours per week in the Laboratory. 
First Class ;.1eetino: 9 A. M. Monday in Park Avenue Building 14. 
DIRECTED OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATIOtl ED 291 (OS) 
Dr. llancy ikAleer Office: Park Avenue Bui 1 ding 7 
Course Description : Students viill be placed as teacher assistants in area schools 
and 1·iill spena four hours each rr.orning l'lorking 1·iith teachers and groups of elementary 
and/or secondary students. Daily attendance at the assigned schoo 1 is required, and 
transportation to and from assigned schools must be arranged. It is hoped that the ex-
posure to this course \'/ ill help potential students decide if education is for them. 
Means for Evaluation : -A daily loq, a self-evaluation paper, an evaluation by the 
classroom teacher, and an evaluation made from observations by the rrofessor will deter-
mine a Credit/No Credit grade. 
Class Meetings: Class v1ill meet two times for orientation and once for culmination 
at the end. classroom experience will be five days per week for four hours each day. 
Additions workshops, PTA meetings and school board meetings are also encouraged. 
First Class t1eeting: 10 A.M. i·londa.v in Park Avenue Buildin9 6. 
FIELD EXPERIENCE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION ED 292 (OS) 
Dr. Mi chae 1 Kahn Office: Park Avenue Building 
Course Description: Students involved in this course will have an opportunity 
to work as a volunteer ,n a special education program or school. Each student will 
choose one of the fol101~ing areas of exceptionality: emotionally disturbed, learning 
disabled, mentally retarded, physically handicapped, unusually impaired, hearing im-
paired or gifted. Grades ~,i 11 be given on a Credit/No Credit basis only. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation 1~ill be based on evaluations v1ritten by the 
s uperv, s mg teachers, attendance and parti ci pa tion in campus meetings, and a paper. 
Cl ass Meetings: Cl ass wi 11 meet four full days each week in ass i qned school or 
prog_ram, in add, t1on to tl-10 orientation and one surrrnation meeting . 
First Class Meeting : 9:30 A.M. Monday fn Park Avenue Building 7. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
ENVIRONMENTAL CASE STUDIES 
Mr. Edward Scheer 
ES 289 (DS) 
Office: Bush 230 
Course Description: Using a case study approach, interdisciplinary examples will 
be studied and prepared for selected environmental problem areas. The first week will 
be spent on developing analytical skills, in reading and discussing several cases, and 
there will be one field trip. The middle portion of the course relates to a major research 
effort on an environmental case study of the student's choice (subject to instructor's 
approval), covering topics such as the Cross-Florida Barge Canal, pollution of Lake Erie, 
the Miami Jetport, the Los Angeles basin airshed, and other man/environment confrontations. 
These reports will be presented orally and discussed in class during the last week of the 
course. 
Means for Evaluation: Grades will be based approximately equally upon an examina-
tion, the oral class presentation of the report, and the formal written report. 
Cl ass Meetings: The first week there wi 11 be approximately two hour sessions for 
three days. Ind1v1dual conferences will be held as necessary during the research period, 
and class will resume meetings during the last week for oral presentations. 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Bush 222. 
HISTORY 
HITLER: A STUDY IN TYRANNY 
Dr. R. Barry Levis 
H 191 (IC) 
Office: Kna.'lles Hall 106 
Course Description: This course will explore the career of Adolph Hitler and the 
impact of the Naz, movement. Major topics to be considered 1~i 11 be the rise of the NSDAP, 
Hitler's acquisition of power, the Nazi regime in Germany and Germany's role in World 
War II. Students should learn something about a major historical movement of our century, 
as well as gaining the experience of doing a major research project using primary sources. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of class discussion 
on the reading and the major research paper. 
Cl ass Meetings: Cl ass will meet two hours per day during the first three weeks and 
during the 1 as t week. 
First Class Meeting: 9:30 A.M. Monday in Kna.'lles 112. 
A CROSS OF GOLD: HISTORY AS THEATRE H 198 (DS) 
Dr. Jack Lane Office: Knowles Hall 114 
Course Description: This class will study the election of 1896, research and 
col le.ct appropriate documents such as speeches, newspaper reports, magazine articles, 
and by cori>ining these with such novels as The Wizard of Oz and such poems as Lindsey's 
"Bryan, Bryan, Bryan," construct and perform a dramatic presentation of the campaign and 
the election of 1896. The objective is to familiarize the student with both a critical 
period of American history and with the imaginative uses of historical ·evidence and 
literature. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on written and oral reports, class 
partf c1 pation. research reports, and parti ci pati on in the writing and performance of the 
dramatic presentation. 
Class Heetin,J!: Class will meet daily for three-hour sessions. 
!.1,rst Class eting: 9 A.M. Monday in Knowles 101. 
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THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION 
Dr. Charles Edmondson 
H 199 (IC) 
Office: Knowles Hall 109 
Course Description: This course will examine in detail the events in Russia in 
1917 from the fall of the Romanovs to the triumph of the Bolsheviks. Students will be 
expected to seek an appreciation of both why the Revo 1 uti on occurred and how its path of 
development was shaped. Among the principal subtopics to be studied are: the back-
ground and causes of the Revo 1 uti on; the quandary of Russi an 1 i bera 1 ism after the Febru-
ary Revolution; the position of the "democratic left;" the relationship between the 
Revolution and World War I; the roles of key individuals (e.g., Miliukov, Kerensky, 
Lenin, and Trotsky); the October Revolution ;.. foreign reaction to the revolutionary 
events; and hi stori ca 1 interpretations of the Russi an Revo 1 uti on. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be given exams and required to submit written 
critiques of ass 1 gned l1 terature. In addition, there wi 11 be essays assigned on various 
topics related to the subject matter. 
Class MeetinAs: Class will meet daily for lecture and discussion. 
First Class eeting : 9 A.M. Monday in Knowles 208. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MASS MEDIA - PROPAGANDA - "THE FOLKLORE OF INDUSTRIAL MAN" PO 195 (DS) 
Dr. Norman Gilbert Office : Knowles Ha 11 105 
· course Descririon: This course is a critical analysis and discussion of contem-
porary trends, pro lems, and objectives of the media of mass communications. Special em-
phasis will be placed on the nature of propaganda and its external and internal character-
istics. In particular, focus will be placed upon the effects of mass medi a as a primary 
factor in changing societal relationships . The course will explore new areas of media 
prograrrming which dea 1 with such deve 1 Cipments as psychographi cs and pupil ometri cs in order 
to understand the new directions of media exploitation in terms of societal change. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on written reports and a major pre-
sentation based on indn,dual research and utilizing different media. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet four days per week for two-hour sessions. Indi-
vi dua 1 conferences wi 11 be arranged and are mandatory for four hours each week. 
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday in Knowles 102. 
THE POLITICS OF FOOD 
Dr . Luis Valdes 
PO 391 (IC) 
Office: Knowles Hall 110 
Course Description : In a period of great international anxiety about the world's 
abil~ty to feed 1ts ljrowing population, this course proposes to serve as a general intro-
duction to the politics of world hunger, with primary emphasis on the ne~lected role of 
public policy. The political dimensions of the problem will be analyzeci' in their economic, 
demographic and ethical contexts. Designed to heighten the student's awareness of the com-
plexities involved in feeding the world's growing population , the course will concentrate on 
the human dimension rather than on the environmental prob 1 ems resulting from food production. 
Particular attention wi 11 al so be given to the po 1 iti ca 1 importance of food, its production, 
and distribution. Emphasis will be on asking pertinent questions about each topic covered 
rather than on providing detailed factual information. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on reading abstracts, oral presen-
tations, and a fin a 1 research paper. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet for two-hour lecture/discussion seminars to be held 
two afternoons per week. 
Fi rs t Cl ass Meeting: 2 P .M. Tuesday in Knowles 111. 
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PSYCHOLOGY AND POLITICS 
Dr. Thomas Lairson 
PO 392 (OS) 
Office: Kn owl es Ha 11 104 
Course Description: This course provides an opportunity to examine some of the 
most interesting and exciting research in contemporary po 1 i ti cal science: the psycho-
logical di mens ion of po 1 i ti ca 1 behavior. Students wi 11 concentrate on the psychological 
functions that political beliefs, values, and behaviors have displayed. This will re-
quire extensive reading in the theoretical and empirical literature. A crucial part of 
the course will involve the administration of an interview and survey questionnaire to 
young adults and children, for the purpose of gathering data for the analysis of the con-
tent and development of political beliefs. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on research design, class discussion, 
and reaction papers. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet for two hours daily for discussion and analysis 
and for presentation of research findings. 
First Class Meeting: 10 A.M. Monday in Knowles 113. 
LIBRARY 
HOW TO FIND OUT 
Mr. George Larsen 
L 101 (IC) 
Office: Mills Memorial Libr ary 
Course Description: This course is intended for students who wish to find out 
how to use library resources efficiently and effectively in order to produce a research 
paper. Its objectives are (1) to promote an understanding of the different types of 
materials available in libraries and to show their scope, arrangement, interrelationship, 
and use; (2) to provide instruction in the interpretation of library collections through 
the card catalog, bibliographies, and indexes; and (3) to acquaint the student with the 
techniques employed to produce a research paper. During the 1 atter portion of the course 
the student will prepare a preliminary outline, bibliography cards, note cards, detailed 
outline, bib 1 iography, first draft, and final draft of a term paper. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on the basis of class participa-
tion, graded practical exercises, and the various elements referenced above required 
to produce a term paper. 
Cl ass Meetings: Cl ass wi 11 meet daily for three hours the first three weeks, and 
there wi 11 be group and i ndi vi dua 1 conferences as required thereafter. 
First Class Meeting: 9 A.M. Monday in Mills Memorial Li~rary Browsing Room. 
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III OFF CAMPUS GROUP STUD I ES 
LISTING OF STUDil:.S 
Course Number Location Instructor 
A 197 c 
llH 291 c 
llH 199/399 
B 394 
ED 197 c 
E 190 c 
FR 321 c 
GN 197 c 
RN 295 c 
SH 197 c 
MU 198 
R 196 C 
CM 397 
TA 197 c 
Italy The Art and Architecture Lemon 
of the Italian Renaissance 
Rollins Campus, Ecuador, The Peoples and Cultures of Pequeno 
Peru and Brazil South America - Ecuador, Peru 
and Brazil 
Rollins Campus and Andros Biopsychological Rhythms and Upson 
Island in the Bahamas the Psychology of Leisure 
Rollins Campus; Bellairs Marine Biology 
Marine Laboratory, Saint 
James, Barbados; West Indies 
Marine Laboratory, St. Croix 
U.S. Virgin Islands 
London Directed Observation and 
Parti ci pati on in English 
Public Education 
London "The Game's Afoot" -
Sherlock Holmes in London 
Rollins Campus and Winter Term in Martinique 
Fort-de-France, Martinique 
Muni ch and Vienna German Language and Culture 
The Soviet Union The .Soviet Union 1978 
Spain 
Ro 11 ins Campus and New 
York City 
Rollins Campus and 
Israel 
Ro 11 ins Campus and 
New York City 
London 
The Culture and Civilization 
:of Spain 
Music in New York 
Understanding Contemporary 
Israel 
Conmunicati ons 1978 
Lively Arts 1n London 
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Ri chard/Sma 11 
Cotanche 
Ser 
Miller 
Bonnell 
Danowitz 
Stadt 
Woodbury 
Wettstein 
Podgers 
hnlund 
Title: 
Course Number: 
Location: 
Instructor: 
DESCRIPTION OF STUDIES 
THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE 
A 197 c 
Italy 
Dr. Robert Lemon Office: Corne 11 Art Center l 03-104 
Course Description: A study tour of Italy concentrating on the art and architecture of 
the Renaissance. The course is intended to provide students with a 
first-hand encounter with the painting, architecture and sculpture 
of the Italian Renaissance. Towns and cities visited will include, 
among others: Venice, 'Siena, Florence, Assisi and Rome. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Requirements: The student wi 11 be required to read five books on the art and 
history of the Italian Renaissance. Course will include oral exams 
on reading materials. In addition, each student wi 11 research and 
discuss a significant work or a series of works of painting, sculp-
ture or architecture. 
Approximate Cost: $950. 
Title: THE ~EOPLES AND CULTURES OF SOUTH AMERICA - Ecuador, Peru and Brazil 
Course Number: BH 291 c 
Location: Rollins Campus, Ecuador, Peru and Brazil 
Instructor: Dr. Pedro Pequeno Office: Knowles Hall 207A 
Course Description: The purpose of this course is to introduce students to the anthro-
pology, sociology and history of South America. Off-campus study 
will also include a brief visit to Brazil. This course should im-
part to the student a knowledge and appreciation of the ways of 
Prerequisites: 
life and cultural values of cultures and societies other than those 
of the United States. During the first week of the course, classes 
wi 11 be held daily in the mornings and afternoons on the Ro 11 ins 
Campus. These sessions are intended to prepare the student for the 
off-campus study which follows. During the three-week study tour of 
Peru, Ecuador and Brazil, there will be required visits to archeo-
logic~l sites, museums, and other places of historic interest. The 
final three days of cl ass held on the Ro 11 ins campus wi 11 be devoted 
to a review summary of the off-campus experience. 
None. Knowledge of Span.ish and Portuguese not required. 
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Requirements: All students will be required to take two written exams and one 
oral exami nation, write a term paper, keep an a ca demi c journal , 
participate in seminar discussions, and take an active part in a 11 
off-campus activities. 
Approximate Cost: $990 all inclusive. 
Title: BIOPSYCHOLOGICAL RHYTHMS AND THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LEISURE 
Course Number: BH 199/399 
Location: Ro 11 ins Campus, Andros Isl and in the Bahamas 
Course Description: The course is intended to acquaint students with experimental 
techniques in psychology through the study of the effect of 
radical shifts in work schedules and environmental stimuli on 
psychological and biological rhythms. Although it is frequently 
suggested that the time out from the routine tasks (such as 
leisure) is a relaxing phenomena, work 'at Rollins using animal 
subjects suggests that the disruption of normal rhythms may, in 
fact, be stressful. The goals of this project is to explore 
this phenomena with human subjects. During the final month of 
the fall term and during the first week of the winter term, each 
student participating in this study will collect qualitative and 
quanitative data on his or her psychological and biological 
rhythms. This data will be analyzed during the first week of the 
winter term. The data collection proceedures will then be used 
during the rest of the study. The first week on campus wi 11 al so 
be devoted to the study of theoretical issues concerning models 
for psychological research. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Requirements: The student participating in this course will be required to 
collect empirical data, prepare data for computer analyses, enter 
and retrieve data from the computer, analyze the data, and write 
a fi na 1 research paper. 
Approximate Cost: $260. 
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Title: 
Course Number: 
Location: 
Instructors.: 
MARINE BIOLOGY 
B 394 
Bush Science Center, Rollins Campus; Bellairs Marine Laboratory, 
St. James, Barbados; West Indies Marine Laboratory, St. Croix, 
U.S. Virgin Islands 
Dr. David Richard and Dr . James Small Offices: Bush 212 and 209 
Course Description: An introductory course in marine biology consisting of directed, 
field-oriented studies of systematics, ecology, biogeography 
and behavior of marine organisms. Emphasis will be on the 
in-field study of living marine forms in their natural habitats, 
representing shallow-water marine ecosystems in South Florida 
and the West Indies. This offering allows qualified students 
to participate maximal ly--a concentrated, "in-the-water" approach 
--in the comprehensive study of marine systems in tropical areas 
where energy flow, species diversity and productivity are highest. 
Concentrated lecture-laboratory prep sessions covering basic 
marine taxonomy and ecology will be held on campus from January 9 
- January 15. January 16 - February 3, activities will be based 
at the Bellairs Marine Research Institute of McGill University 
(St. James, Barbados). It will consist of comprehensive in-field 
taxonomic surveys and analyses of representative tropical marine 
ecosystems, coral reefs, rocky littoral, sandy littoral, deep 
water benthic, mangrove swamp, brackish ponds. February 3 -
February 5, the class will work at the West Indies Marine 
Laboratory (Fairleigh-Dickenson University) at Christiansted, 
St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Isl ands, where we wi 11 emphasize compa ra-
tive analysis of marine communities, habitat types, and bio-
geography; it will include a full-day study of the Buck Island 
reef. 
Prerequisites: Biology 102 or consent of the instructor 
Requirements: The student will be required to keep a complete field notebook 
of ecological and taxonomic data, turn in daily lists of species 
identified, contribute to evening seminar-discussion meetings, 
and write a final report suJTlllarizing and relating the various 
marine habitats studied. Evaluation will be based on tests, 
notebooks and participation in seminars, laboratory and field 
work. 
Approximate Cost: $800 
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Title: 
Course Nurrber: 
Location: 
Instructor: 
DIRECTED OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATION IN ENGLISH PUBLIC EDUCATION 
ED 197 c 
London, England 
Dr. Deloit Cotanche Office: Park Avenue Building 7B 
Course Description: This course is intended to expose students to English and Scottish 
culture and society and to examine English public education and 
teaching approaches. Speci f1 ca lly, the students wi 11 be exposed to 
various English classes, observe child and adolescent behavior, and 
observe and participate in various classroom activities. It is 
hoped that the students will obtain an understanding and apprecia-
tion of Engl and' s people, society and its schoo 1 s. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Requirements: All students will be required to attend formal lectures and dis-
cussions before and during their stay in England. They will also 
be required to spend a minimum of three hours a day for two weeks 
in an English classroom and complete a daily log during these two 
weeks. In addition, a series of reaction papers and a set of 
appropriate readings wil 1 be required. 
Approximate Cost: $860. 
Title: "THE GAME'S AFOOT" - SHERLOCK HOLMES IN LONDON 
Course Nurrber: E 190 c 
Location: London, England 
Instructor: Dr. Cary Ser Office: Orlando Hall 107 
Course Description: The class will study the complete Sherlock Holmes series. and 
familiarize itself with those parts of London which appear in 
Doyle's stories. The exposure is intended to inculcate an appre-
ciation of the importance of setting to the Holmesian 11\YStique, 
and to explore the reasons for the rebirth of appreciation of the 
Ho 1 mes canon today. 
Prerequisites: None. 
Requirements: The student will be required to read, before the beginning of the 
winter term, all of the author's stories featuring Sherlock Holmes. 
In addition, each student will be required to write 7-10 pages 
of essays dealing with the specific stories or themes. These pages 
may constitute one medium- length essay, or as many as seven ex-
tremely brief essays. The student will also be required to keep 
a journal, throughout the stay in London. In this joumal, students 
should note ways in which their reactions to the stories are inten-
sified or changed as a result of famfliarizint.1 themselves with 
Holmes' London. · 
Approximate Cost: $890. 
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Course Number: 
Location: 
Instructor: 
Course Description: 
Prerequisites: 
Requirements: 
Approximate Cost: 
Title: 
Course Number: 
Location: 
Instructor: 
Course Description: 
Prerequisites: 
Requirements: 
Approximate Cost: 
WINTER TERM IN MARTINIQUE 
FR 321 c 
Fort-de-France, Martinique and the Rol 1 ins Campus 
Dr. Elinor Miller Office: Hauck Ha 11 209 
This course is intended to provide students with the opportunity 
for total immersion in a French country and to acquaint students 
with the French Caribbean culture. This study will enable students 
to complete Composition · and Conversation ( FR 321), a requirement 
of all French maJors, or carry out an Independent Study in Martin-
ique Literature and Culture (FR 499). In Martinique, students will 
attend classes in French language and literature at the Institut 
Martiniquais. 
French 201 or its equivalent. 
Each student wi 11 be required to make an ora 1 presentation and take 
a final examination; in addition, students enrolled in FR 499 will 
be required to complete a final paper. 
$690. 
GERMAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE 
GN 197 c 
Muni ch and Vienna 
Dr. Peter Bonne 11 Office: Hauck Hall 206 
The primary objective of this course is to give students a unique 
opportunity to study and practice their 1 anguage ski 11 s on German 
soil under the guidance of an expert native instructor. Emphasis 
wil 1 be on conversati ona 1 proficiency with daily classwork and use 
of tape recorders. Language instruction wi 11 be given on different 
levels. Students only interested in German culture (history, music, 
art, literature, and political science) c;an also participate. They 
can undertake independent research· projects under the guidance of 
the instructor using the English sources of the Munich public li-brary. 
Visits to famous historical sites, the great art galleries, the fas-
cinating museums, and two excursions to the beautiful Upper Bavarian 
resorts will introduce students to German culture and ways of life. 
All classwork, tours, and excursions will be conducted by the in-
structor. All lectures will be given in German and in English for 
those wanting to , practice their German at a 11 hours of the day. 
None for the German culture students; at least German 101 for 
German 1 anguage students. 
All students must keep a diary which is to be written in German by 
German language students. Articles from newspapers are translated 
daily. Nonlan9uage students write their diary in English •. In 
addition, they must write a research project on one aspect of the 
German culture. 
$965. 
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Course Number: 
Location: 
Instructor: 
THE SOVIET UNION - 1978 
RN 295 c 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
Dr. Edward Danowitz Office: Hauck 205 
Course Description: In-country study and observation of life of the Soviet citizen 
within the structure of the society of the U.S.S.R. Comparison 
of the cultural, social and economic levels to be made between the 
inhabitants of areas visited, as well as determination of the 
cor,itributions of each to the national state. While in each city, 
directed and quided visits will be made to national and local 
points of interest, cultural, economic and educational institution:.. 
Prerequisites: None; however, priority will be given to students who have completed 
Russian 101, 102, 201, 202, 311, 331 and History 354 and 355. 
Requirements: Each student will be required to write a detailed report comparing 
the cultural, social and economic levels of the areas visited and 
the role of each in the development of the national society, or a 
report on a subject "in the student's major area upon approval of 
the course director. 
Approximate Cost: $1 , 150 
Title: THE CULTURE AND CIVILIZATIONS OF SPAIN 
Course Number: SH 197 c 
Instructor: Dr. Bessie Stadt Office: Hauck 206 
Course · Description: For a 11 students: In-country study-tour of the culture and 
layers of civilization of Spain. In addition to the above, 
for students of Spanish: practice in the Spanish language; 
directed and/or independent study of a literary topic for 
those students who have successfully completed Spanish 331/332. 
The proposed itinerary includes several days stay in each of 
the foll owing cities: Madrid, Cordoba, Sevi 11 a, Granada, 
Malaga (Torremolinos) as well as a guided tour to Toledo, the 
former capital of Spain, and an overnight guided tour to 
Morocco - Ceuta, Tetuan and Tangier. 
Prerequisites: A knowledge of Spanish is desirable, but not required. 
Requirements: A diary and a written report describing the cultural differences 
of the regions vi sited and how the various peoples contributed 
to the development of the civilization of Spain. A term paper 
on a previously selected literary topic by students who have 
taken Spanish 331 /332. 
Approximate Cost: $960 
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Title: 
Course Number: 
Location: 
Instructor: 
MUSIC IN NEW YORK 
MU 198 
Rollins Campus and New York City 
Dr. Ward Woodbury Office: Keene Ha 11 2233 
The course is intended to expose Rollins students to the best 
mus i ca 1 presentations in New York City at the height of the season. 
, Serious study of the composers and works to be heard in New York 
wi 11 be pursued prior to departure so that students wi 11 be famil-
iar in a comprehensive way with the materi a 1 heard in those programs. 
Further analysis and discussion of these musical presentations will 
take place following the week in New York City. The preparation 
will be carried out in a series of classes meeting two hours per day 
for two weeks prior to departure, and require reading and listening 
assignments for four hours daily. 
An interest in serious music. 
Students will be required to submit a listening log documenting 
and evaluating their experiences in New York. They will also have 
a 1 i stening examination in which they wi 11 be expected to i den ti fy 
the works studied. 
$425. 
UNDERSTANDING CONTEMPORARY ISRAEL 
R 196 c 
Ro 11 ins Campus and Is rae 1 
Dr. A. Arnold Wettstein Office: Knowles Memori a 1 Ch ape 1 
Course Description: An exposure to contemporary Israel with visits to centers of poli-
tical and social activity as well as its historic places, the course 
aims to help students gain insight into the varieties of Israel's 
life and most pressing problems. Three weeks in Israel will include 
visits in and around Jerusalem, to the Dead Sea and Masada, several 
days in a kibbutz and observation of archeol ogi ca 1 di gs. Upon re-
turn to campus, students will present research papers on subjects 
of their choice in group seminars. 
Requirements: Each student will be required to carry out basic reading assigrments 
and submit a research paper by the end of the winter term, on an 
issue of the student's choice. Interviews in Israel will be a major 
area of research, along with additional research and discussion on 
campus. 
Approximate Cost: $1,050. 
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Title: 
Course Number: 
Location: 
Instructor: 
CQt-f,IUNICATIONS 1978 
CM 397 
New York City and Roll ins Campus 
Dr. Charles Rodqers Office: WPRK 
Course Description: This course is intended to acquaint the students with the nature 
of employment in the field of Communications. The course will 
begin with a trip to New York City to visit TV and radio stations, 
numerous advertising agencies, public relations offices, news-
papers and magazines and publishing houses. The remaining portion 
of the course on the Rollins Campus will include intensive 
Prerequisites: 
Requirements: 
Approximate Cost: 
Title: 
Course Number: 
Location: 
Instructor: 
course work dea 1 i ng with the various aspects and facets of 
communications, lectures and discussions by local men and women 
involved in communications, and field trips to local advertising 
agencies, TV and radio stations and newspapers. 
Communications area major. Seniors have first priority. 
Severa 1 research papers and numerous ora 1 presentations 
$300 
LIVELY ARTS IN LONDON 
TA 197 c 
London, England 
Mr. Dale Aml und Office: Annie Russell Theatre 202 
Course Description: A first-hand study of theatre in London. Viewing at least 12 
profess i ona 1 productions fo 11 owed by critiques. Tours of 
London drama schoo 1 s, BBC, etc. Day trips to Stratford, Oxford, 
Cambridge, etc. Possible lectures by eminent MP's, poets, 
artists, historians, etc. Lecture-discussions with actors, 
p 1 aywri ghts, di rectors, critics. Short dai 1 y seminars. Study 
tours wi 11 a 1 so be conducted. 
Prerequisites: None 
Requirements: Critiques for 12 plays, two tests on the above, and a daily 
diary to be submitted before the return from London. A 1 ong 
paper based on the diary which formalizes the impressions of the 
trip wil 1 be submitted on retum to campus. 
Approximate Cost: $800 
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IV INDIVIDUAL OFF-CAMPUS PROJECTS 
Approva 1 Procedure 
The procedure for applying for an Individual Off-Campus Winter Term Project will be as 
follows : 
1) Contact the host organization and discuss your preliminary plans with a 
representat i ve of the organization. If the organization is local, a 
preliminary interview should be arranged . 
2) Pick up three copies of the application form and complete the student 
portion of these forms (one for you, one for your faculty sponsor and 
one which wi 11 be sent to the host orciani zat ion and then wi 11 remain 
in the Office of the Provost). -
3) Discuss your project with your faculty sponsor and agree on how he or she 
will communicate with you during the winter term and how your proj ect will 
be evaluated . Your faculty sponsor will need to complete one portion of 
these forms and sign them. The sponsor should keep one copy of this form . 
4) Obtain the si gnature of the academic adviser and send one copy of the ap-
plication form directly to the host organization with an appropriate 
covering letter. Also send the attached (Intent to Apply) slip to the 
Office of the Provost . 
5) The host organization will send a completed copy of this form directly to 
the Office of the Provost. The completed form must be received by the 
Office of the Provost by October 31, ,n order to be considered. You 
should notify the host organization of this deadline in your covering letter . 
6 ) The proposa 1 wi 11 then be considered by a Faculty Review Committee. Students 
wil 1 be notified about approva 1 or di sapprova 1 of their project by November 
17. If the project is approved, the student will receive a card which should 
be submitted to his or her adviser durinq the regular registration. The 
approval process must be initiated by the student at the beginning of the 
fall term. Keee in mind that no proposals will be acce6ted after October 31. As you are considering a possible proposal, you should e cognizant of the 
fact that it must be an academic endeavor, since you will be receiving 
academic credit for your work. It should involve you in more than just the 
acquisition of practical skills in a particular occupation by being clearly 
related to some academic discipline. Purely recreational projects should be 
avoided . You are encouraged to avoid conflict of interest situations such 
as family employment or supervision, wage earning, the continuation of a 
summer job or proposing a project at home or at some out-of-town location 
when similar opportunitie s. are available in the Orlando/~Jinter Park area. 
Local Participating Organizations 
A list of local organizations that have expressed their desire to participate in 
this program is shown on the next page. However, you a re free to make your own arrange-
ments with other organizations . In order to help you in this process, you will find 
copies of a Community Resource Directory for Orange County in the Office of the Provost 
and in the Student Affairs Office. 
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ORGAIIIZATIOtl REPRESEfHATI VE PIIONE TOPICS 
Channel Nine of Orlando Mr. Richard Flynn 841-9000 l. Observation .r. Parti cipatfon Genera 1 flews 
Business Manager 2. l'lbservatfon & rarti cf patfon Snorts 
3. Observation & Participation Program Dept. 
4. Observation Iii Participation Aanfnfstratfon 
ComBanks Corporation Mr. David Johnston 646-6191 Bank Personnel Studies 
Vice President 
Florida Gas Company Mr. Joseph Edmondson 646-1331 L. Financial C001111unications Analysis 
Di rector of Personnel 2. Real Estate riarketina Research 
Florida Power Corporation Mrs. Ann Maynard 646-8266 l. Enerqy Program for Secondary Schools 
Public Infonnation 2. Medi a Use for Consumer Education 
Coordinator 3. Total Public Infonnatfon 
Graham, Markel and Scott James W. Markel 425-7577 Introduction to Legal Reasoning and LeCJa l Research 
lveys of Florida Mr. Tom Braaten 644-8511 l. Iveys and the Reta fl Conmuni ty 
Winter Park Store Vice Pres. -Personne 1 Ext. 127 2. Advertising Analysis ¢ 
3. Customer Survey 
4. Iveys and Fashion Stores 
5. Customer Service 
Sears Roebuck & Company Mr. R.L. Huffman 894-4441 l. Retail Accounting Systems 
Personnel Manager 2. Personnel Policy and P.aninistration 
3. Advert i sing 
4. Visual Merchandising 
5. P.etai l Inventory Management 
Sentinel Star Company Mr. Daniel Hall 420-5574 l. AccountiM 
Personnel Manager 2. Advertising 
3. News Reporting 
4. Marketinq Research 
5. News Photography 
WESH-TV, Channel 2 
Winter Park Memorial 
Hospital 
Mr. Kenneth Smith 
Mr. Jack Hitchcock 
Mrs. Jane Hames 
Personnel Di rector 
645-2222 
646- 7111 
Station Operations 
l. Hospital Administration & Management 
2. Research: Employee Attitudes . and 
Employee Programs 
3. Chamber of Commerce Activities 
N 
<:T 
ENGINEERING COURSES AT WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS 
Through a cooperative agreement with the School of Engineering and Applied Science at 
Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri, pre-engineering students at Rollins 
College have the opportunity to enroll in two-week intensive engineering courses on the 
Washington University Campus. These courses are specifically designed for pre-engineering 
students attending colleges that participate in 3-2 agreements with Washington University. 
They allow students to explore and confirm interests in engineering and to sample the 
various engineering curricula. They al so provide the students and faculty the opportunity 
to verify the student's ability in engineering and applied sciences. 
Roll ins will accept these three semester hour courses as equivalent to one Rollins winter 
term course. In addition, the student win earn credit which will make the completion 
of a degree in engineering at one of the 3-2 cooperative institutions easier. The cost 
of this program to each student will be a tuition of $396, housing and meals $154, for 
a total of $550. The student should also allow for travel expenses and $35 for incidentals. 
Students who qualify for this program will receive a refund for that portion of their Rollins 
tuition which they have paid and a refund for a portion of their board fee. However, since 
the College must reserve rooms, we will not be able to refund any portion of the housin<J 
charge. In addition, l·Jashington University at St. Louis will provide to deserving students 
a two-thirds tuition remission upon the recomendation of the faculty. 
The three courses listed below will be offered from January 2 through the 18th. Each 
course wi 11 involve three lecture sessions and an independent study or laboratory each 
day. The student may take only one course during the winter term. 
ChE 142. 
ChE, EE, 
ME 144. 
CHE 240. 
Introduction to Chemical Engineering 
Prerequisite: Calculus I, Chemistry I, Physics I 
This course is intended to provide a broad understanding of basic 
chemical engineering principles and activities. An attempt will be 
made to illustrate what chemical engineers do and what techniques 
and methods they rely on. Principles of chemical reactions, 
separation processes and economics of large seal e production wi 11 be 
introduced by means of selected example. Analysis of selected unit 
processes and operations and overall process synthesis with plant 
design will be illustrated. 
Engineering Applied to Biomedical Problems 
Prerequisite: Calculus I and II, Physics one year 
Introduction to areas of biomedical engineering where engineering 
faculty are currently active, with emphasis on technology of artificial 
organs (prosthetic heart valves, blood oxygenators, artificial kidneys, 
etc.). Tours of specific facilities at Barnes Hospital, such as the 
Dialysis Center, the computerized Coronary Care Unit, and the research 
l abora tori es of the Department of Surgery, wi 11 supplement the lectures. 
Includes individual project paper. 
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CE, ME 231 
SSM 202. 
THA 144. 
Engineering Mechanics I 
Prerequisite: Calculus 
Equilibrium of forces and moments. Applications: trusses, frames 
machines. Friction. Internal equilibrium in solids. Normal and 
shear stress: stress tensor. Elastic deformation due to elastic 
bending, shearing, and twisting. Elastic strain. Elastic energy. 
Introduction to Systems Science and Mathematics 
Prerequisite: Calculus I and II 
This course is intended to provide a broad but elementary understanding 
of the approaches and techniques used by systems science and by applied 
mathematics through applications to fields such as economics, physics, 
engineering, biology and ecology. In the case of each application, the 
emphasis will be placed on demonstrating how the mathematical results 
can lead to a better understanding of the natural phenomena. Analytical, 
numerical, and analog simulation approaches will be used. An attempt 
will be made to examine a relatively small number of problems very thoroughly 
and from many points of view. Includes individual project. 
Introduction to Technology and Human Affairs 
Prerequisite: None 
Introduction to problems and issues at the interface of technology and 
society in which THA faculty members are currently active: energy supply, 
demand and conservation; environmental planning and management; health 
care policy analysis; application of communications technology to education 
and resource management; appropriate technology for international develop-
ment. Introduction to techniques of technology assessment and forecasting, 
technology policy analysis, user needs analysis, system synthesis, scenario 
writing. 
For detailed information on this program and application forms, students should see 
Dr. John Ross, Coordinator of the 3-2 Engineering Program. 
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Tuesday, October 4-
Tuesday, October 11 
Monday, October 31 
Monday, November 7-
Wednesday, November 16 
Monday, November 14 
Wednesday, November 16 
Thursday, November 17-
Wednesday, November 30 
Wednesday, November 30 
Monday, January 9 
Tuesday, January 10 
Monday, January 16 
Tuesday, January 17 
Tuesday, January 24 
Tuesday, January 31 
Wednesday, February 8 
WINTER TERM CALENDAR 
Early Registration for off-campus group studies 
Completed forms for individual off-campus projects 
due in the office of the Provost. 
Pre-registration for winter and spring terms. See 
advisor for an on-campus Intensive Course or Directed 
Study 
Notice of approval or rejection of individual off-
campus projects 
Pre-registration forms due in Registrar's Office by 
4:00 P.M. 
Winter and spring pre-registration forms to be processed 
by Registrar's Office 
Students receive status reports for winter and spring 
term courses 
Winter term classes begin 
Winter Term Lecture Series, 7:30 P.M. (Dr. Pugh} 
Last date to notify Registrar of intent to take winter 
term courses on a credit/no credit basis, or to drop one with W 
Winter Term Lecture Series, 7:30 P.M. (Dr. Hales} 
Winter Tenn Lecture Series, 7:30 P.M. (Dr. Ray} 
Winter Term Lecture Series, 7:30 P.M. (Dr. Wavell} 
Winter term classes end. 

